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About This Content

Them superfly leather-suede jeans. That's Pimpin'!
That black belt of bling. That's Pimpin'!

Them "eyes on the money" glasses. That's Pimpin'!
That gold 'n diamond "smack you fools" cane. That's Pimpin'!

Pimpy G. is pimpin' and you know it.

This DLC contains a custom skin for Froggy G in Awesomenauts. You need to have Froggy G available as a playable character
in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Pimpy G. Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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If you lost your lifes its starts again from the beging. If you have already conquered the game and have your favorite gear, this is
not worth $15. I purchased it about halfway through the game. It basically adds a bunch of vendetta like Captain fights and
legendary gear from whichever tribe you purchase. When your leveling up and procurement of higher level gear seems to be
lagging that is where this gets its value it is a booster in its own way.
Also I would add if your going to purchase it, I would just buy one tribe. Buying both is redundant.. Cannon Fodder V2.
Awesome game!. I was waiting for this games release and when I finally had seen the early access was availiable I jumped to
steam and glanced the reviews and payed $10.00 just to play an unfinished demo.

Training mode:Locked
Options: Minimal
Objective screen: doesnt give any ounce of info so it is easy to get lost in the sauce

until the Dev gets his head out of his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I dont recommend this game.. Since i was like Disney
Publisher , i loves Disney Franchise games...
I dont much care the graphic
but story , extra , character , gameplay , co op gameplay will change everythings~

^thanksdisney. It has potential to be another "BroForce" but it lack the style and rhythm to be that great.

Otherwise, atmosphere and artwork, also gameplay work pretty good.

But I still refund because it's not fun at all.. Beautiful but expository.

It's a great casual game where you fly around and explore well rendered spaces. Unfortunately you can't do anything without
having to wade through inane text thats ostensibly explains the story. This game could be as brilliant as Journey, if only the devs
adopted the same form of storytelling that didn't involve constantly checking in with an NPC who only exists to try and explain
to you what's going on. Does it really need to be explained so explicitly? Just let the world speak for itself. I enjoy narrative-
based games but this just feels clunky. It doesn't kill the game, but it definitely doesn't help it at all.. Very fun definitely buy if
you like J.R.R Tolkien
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Good game!!!. nive VN :)
. Mission 1 is misunderstanding. A brilliant cult classic Strategy Game developed by the producers of Soldiers Of WW2. This is
much more fun to play than Men of War Assault Squad 2.. At first when I was playing this game I was in love, Even the menu to
start a new game and load your other ones is creative and original, I got in thinking it was cool then I got my first spell, a
fireball, and when i shot it at a piece of wood i was in love.

I then got to the first fight with 3 guys in front of me, i shot at them over and over trying to hit them, and when i did they would
die and more would come out, i kept missing my shots so i would have to get closer, i found myself getting all the way up to the
boarder of the map as close as i could to them trying to hit them. The fireballs lets just say were not that satisfying to use.

I stopped playing because of frame issues but after updating drivers I will likely try it again and add to this review.. No one plays
it. Great game if you were a fan of Battleheart 1 on the iPhone back in the day. It has an almost identical playstyle, but I would
say is slightly more difficult:

1) cooldowns are longer, so can't always be used recklessly.
2) more environmental damage to dodge (fire on ground, etc)
3) characters only auto attack if they take damage or are given a command (slightly more micromanaging, but fortunately there
is an attack-all keybinding)
4) even on Normal, must sometimes kite enemies to succeed (Again, Knight always takes aggro)
5) like Battleheart, must prioritize targets and focus fire, or you'll die.

I've been waiting about 6 years for exactly this type of game to come out (Battleheart 2 changed the original style and
completely\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the bed), so my perception of the game is biased. I love the game, and have
put about 10hrs in and I'm probably a little more than 1\/2 way through. Fun, worth the $9, and totally satisfies my nostalgia.

There are 8 characters btw (Knight, Priestess, Rogue, Hunter, Archer, Mage, Warlock, and Shaman), and you get 4 in your
party.. 2D Flying Shooter, from left to right, kinda light Gradius and such, but not anywhere as fun or interesting. I played this
like a milenia ago and i played through it once and got bored rather quickly. It's obvious this game was made in flash, by
mechanics and looks, which i am not too much of a fan of.. I played this game a couple years ago around the time it came out
and i wasn't expecting much. I remembered it was offered on a humble bundle and i picked it up because the graphics were
really eye catching and i remember doing fan pixel art based off the main character, michael. I remember this game taking me
about 3 hours to beat because i always had a really hard time getting used to the controls. Now being able to play this 2 years
later i can safely say i got good considering i beat the game in about 47 minutes, according to steam. The main game itself is
based off on a really terrible movie and sadly i haven't watched the movie so i don't really know if this game is spot on or not.
The game itself is pretty short, clearly shown by my playtime but for the most part it was fun while it lasted. There is some
replay value to it considering their is so many diffierent difficulty settings and once you beat the game you get to play as torgo,
while plays like michael but on ice but for the most part you could probably get an extra 40+ minutes from that alone. My only
gripe with the game is the controls; you stop in place every time you fire and somehow in midair it feels like your stopping but
you aren't. The jumping feels really stiff and I swear the collision detection on the platforms are just strange. This game can be
difficult from time to time but for the most part you can overcome whatever is thrown at you. In conclusion, I recommend this
game if you want to kill about an hour because there's something downloading in the background and you need the download
speed to be good.
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